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The North Group Announces Strategic Partnership with Navigo to Introduce
Unique, Integrated Risk Management Solutions
MILFORD, Mich. (April 14, 2021) – The North Group (TNG) today announced a new partnership with
Navigo, a leading player in the emergent sector of digital intelligence, to provide a series of new and
unprecedented risk mitigation offerings to enterprise, supply chain, and family office clientele that will
emerge onto the market this quarter.
“These new tools and solutions allow us to bring real-time structured data to our clients, which is
increasingly important in today’s dynamic security environment,” said Steve Hernandez, CEO of The
North Group. “As a leading risk mitigation firm, we are acutely aware of the difference that timely and
reliable information makes, and the Navigo solution set stands apart.”
Navigo develops market-leading automated information systems that allow a diverse array of data
sources to be integrated into a common operating picture. This introduces advantageous visibility to
situations that would otherwise be very difficult to understand and respond to optimally in real time.
From enterprises concerned about inventory or personnel and duty of care, to family offices with
geographically disparate family members and residences, well-structured and presented information
provides a decisive advantage when coupled with traditional security offerings.
“Our goal is to drive superior risk management through the presentation of information in a compelling,
accessible and timely way such that individuals and corporates can make smarter decisions; many of us
would make better choices at the individual or corporate level if we had access to key information in the
moment,” said Benjamin Nieuwsma, CEO of Navigo. “In a sense ‘we make risk and danger visible’ so that
our clients and partners can quickly understand and act for a more optimal outcome in a given situation.
With the benefit of The North Group’s significant expertise in the enterprise and executive security
sector, we have been able to develop tools that provide highly differentiated, unique advantages for
that clientele.”
TNG operates worldwide with US management and offices in Michigan, Ohio, Florida, Texas, Utah, and
California. To learn how The North Group can help your organization, or to schedule a free consultation,
visit tngdefense.com or call (844) 750-9222.
About THE NORTH GROUP (TNG)
The North Group is an intelligence-driven, global risk management firm headquartered in southeast
Michigan. TNG is expert in offering custom security solutions, protective services, crisis mitigation, and
intelligence reporting at both the individual and organizational levels. The team is comprised of subject
matter experts from elite careers in federal and local law enforcement, military special operations,
private security, and various intelligence agencies. For more information, visit tngdefense.com.

About NAVIGO
Navigo is a global Risk Management and Communication Solution company. We make danger visible and
actionable. We build tools to expose and manage risk, because when people see the danger they face,
connect with others, and act in light of it, they’re able to map a better future. Security is no longer a
check-the-box activity done on an infrequent basis. It’s a new part of every enterprise, creating new
problems, new roles, and requiring new solutions. Contact: inquiries@navigo-inc.com, Phone: (844) 6284461
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